Forthcoming in *Language Teaching*

**State-of-the-Art Articles**

David Block on Political economy in applied linguistics
Zhisheng Wen, Adriana Biedroń & Peter Skehan on Foreign language aptitude theory: Yesterday, today and tomorrow

**Research Timeline**

Ronald P. Leow & Lucia Donatelli on The role of (un)awareness in SLA

**Replication Studies**

Larry Vandergrift & Jerry Cross on Replication research in L2 listening comprehension: A conceptual replication of Graham & Macaro (2008), and an approximate replication of Vandergrift & Tafaghodtari (2010) and Brett (1997)

**Plenary Speeches**

John Flowerdew on Corpus-based approaches to language description for specialized academic writing
Lynda Yates on Learning how to speak: Pronunciation, pragmatics and practicalities in the classroom and beyond

**First Person Singular**

William Grabe

**Thinking Allowed**

Suzanne Graham on Research into practice: Listening strategies in an instructed classroom setting

---

1 Plenary speeches currently available online ahead of print publication can be read in First View Articles, via journals.cambridge.org/hta